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The LifeBio Project: Improving Person-Centered Care through  
Engagement, Reminiscence Therapy, and Capturing Life Stories 

Project Abstract 

LifeBio captures life stories in nursing home communities to improve residents’ quality of life and to enhance 
person-centered care. Understanding the uniqueness of a person in more depth is essential. Centers for Medicare 
and Medicaid Services (CMS) regulations on comprehensive person-centered care planning (483.21 -- 
F636/F656) specify that staff must know the resident’s strengths, goals, life history, and preferences in addition 
to resident’s needs in order to attain or maintain the “resident’s highest practicable physical, mental, and 
psychosocial wellbeing.”  

In addition, an ongoing resident-centered activities program that incorporates the resident’s interests, hobbies, 
and cultural preferences is integral to maintain or improve a resident’s wellbeing and independence. For people 
with dementia, activities are to be individualized and customized based on the resident’s previous lifestyle 
(occupation, family, hobbies), preferences, and comforts (483.40 and 483.24 – F679). To support these CMS 
regulations, LifeBio helps build the life history using the About Me Journal. A Life Story Book, a Snapshot, and 
an Action Plan are created. LifeBio makes it easier for staff to see and know more about each resident’s key 
background, preferred activities, hobbies, strengths, things they would like to do/goals, and personal comforts. 
LifeBio gets into the specifics when possible to learn exactly what someone would like to cook, or what parks 
are their favorites, or skills they learned at work. The proven LifeBio Reminiscence Therapy Method is 
employed to ask the right questions in a positive or neutral manner. Past engagements with LifeBio have found 
that sharing and capturing life stories increases life satisfaction, reduces depression, and provides meaningful 
social engagement. Residents are interviewed by local volunteers, family members, nursing home staff 
members, LifeBio Interns, or LifeBio staff members. 

Beth Sanders founded LifeBio in 2000, after recording the story of her grandmother who had the early signs of 
dementia. Today, LifeBio’s staff of 30 works with more than 120 organizations and has helped more than 
14,000 seniors tell and share their unique and powerful life stories, especially in senior living and nursing 
homes. Beth is the author of the About Me Journal which is used in the interviewing of residents, and she 
developed the Getting Started Training and the LifeBio Connect training materials. It was her vision to create an 
online biography system (LifeBio.com) where the information is safely stored so it will not be lost or forgotten.  
Beth has a Bachelor of Arts degree in English and journalism with a minor in education. She is accountable for 
the project evaluation. 

The concrete, practical LifeBio Project aims to create life stories at 22 different nursing home communities 
(with a goal of up to 30 residents participating at each community) during the 1-year project period. On a 
quarterly basis, LifeBio will be reporting on MDS Quality Measures and F-Tag Citations per participating 
building from publicly available data. Surveys will be offered to staff members during training. Residents will 
be asked questions “post-interview” for their immediate feedback on the process of being interviewed for their 
life stories. LifeBio will also track feedback from surveys given to volunteers conducting interviews at each 
site.    

Statement of Need 

Based on staff survey feedback gained in past engagements in Tennessee and other states, the need is there to 
form stronger personal connections between residents and direct care staff to improve communications and 
“humanize” each person more. Especially for new staff members, having easy-to-access life story information 
will help begin or build a stronger relationship with the resident. Also, it will help to know what residents have 
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in common with each other and what staff and residents have in common too (same school, same neighborhood, 
similar hobbies). Staff members are also concerned that residents need help adjusting to the transition of living 
in a community, and LifeBio could help them connect.  

Some families struggle with visiting their loved one. The LifeBio Project can help them have purpose when 
they visit (completing the About Me Journal together), and they see the outcome of a Life Story Book created 
about their parent, grandparent, or other loved one.  

Nursing home communities wish to have more volunteer involvement, but they have difficulty finding and 
retaining volunteers. Volunteers need to be recruited actively, taught specifically what to do, and engaged in 
conversation with residents without delay or difficulty.  

From a health and wellness point of view, one in three seniors in the U.S. are chronically lonely according to an 
AARP survey. Many residents may face social isolation due to having few or no visitors or close family.  
Loneliness leads to higher levels of hospitalization estimated in a recent UnitedHealthcare presentation at the 
Gerontological Society of America conference (a $4,000 higher cost per year per person paid by CMS).  There 
is also growing concern depression is an early sign of Alzheimer’s Disease (which costs CMS $100,000 a year 
in a senior’s lifetime. Increasing mental stimulation can help, and reminiscence therapy is utilizing cognitive 
functions in a useful, effective, and purposeful way for seniors in nursing homes.  

Some of the challenges LifeBio is focusing in on and how we will overcome these challenges:   

1) Staff education and participation – It is important to reassure staff members that LifeBio will not be 
time consuming or difficult. LifeBio’s Getting Started Training will focus in on the efficiencies and 
engagement that come when staff knowing more about each person, especially to help newer employee 
onboarding and to reduce uncomfortable situations that could lead to turnover. Even 1-2 minutes spent 
reading a Snapshot or Action Plan builds a connection between direct care staff members and residents. 
During Getting Started Training and follow-up “check-in” calls, LifeBio will reinforce how to display 
and present the story to the resident when it is completed; we will cover how to use the information for 
conversations, interactions, and personalized activity ideas. LifeBio has seen this as a successful model 
in previous large projects. 
 

2) Involving local volunteers more – Knowing that communities need to widen their volunteer pool for 
LifeBio and for other future opportunities, LifeBio will require each site to complete a Volunteer 
Recruitment Idea Form. During Getting Started Training with staff members, we will take the time to 
ensure this form is filled out with ideas. We will assist the nursing home in emails/phone calls to recruit 
volunteers from high schools (requiring community service), universities, churches, 
businesses/corporations (some who have required employees to volunteer), community groups like 
Kiwanis, Rotary Club, women’s clubs, and community centers (with active seniors interested in 
service). The goal is to have at least three volunteers involved at each site in this project.  In our 
previous grant, LifeBio found this to be a big challenge. We have learned that, although some 
communities have a volunteer base, other communities do not. This plan will help them recruit and 
maintain strong volunteer support.  LifeBio is also aware that with COVID-19 there may be new 
regulations regarding onsite volunteers. Therefore, we have included provisions to allow the interviews 
to be either recorded through video using notebooks or by phone by a local, trained volunteer or LifeBio 
staff.   
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3) Encouraging residents who may be hesitant at first – LifeBio will provide Getting Started Training 
and materials to staff so they are prepared to distribute the resident brochure to introduce LifeBio in a 
positive way to residents and family members. Based on feedback from our first project in the State of 
Tennessee, 89 percent of residents enjoyed telling their life stories (from optional surveys given post life 
story interview). 74 percent of residents believed it was important for staff to know details about their 
life history and background. 74 percent also believed their families would benefit from knowing more 
details about their stories. Some of their reactions are reflected in these quotes from residents: “I think 
this is wonderful and interesting.” “I want to thank you for doing this with me. This was very special.”  
“I am very excited to share.” “It was very nice to have you here. I’m glad you picked me to talk to.” 
From past experiences, the numbers chosen for our proposal (up to 30 residents) were based off 
estimations of interest that we have experienced in similar projects in similar size locations.  
  

4) Involving families – Family members can help ensure facts are correct and that photos from younger 
days are included in the person’s LifeBio. In the case of residents living with Alzheimer’s Disease or 
those experiencing communication challenges, families are a vital source of life history information for 
the LifeBio Project. Staff will have resources to communicate the LifeBio Project (especially to the 
families of residents with dementia). Family members can help fill out the About Me Journal or they can 
even be interviewed by phone by LifeBio personnel to assist a loved one with dementia.  Especially 
when family members are local, some family members have used LifeBio’s About Me Journal for topics 
to visit and to create a legacy. “My sister and I enjoyed doing this with Mother. We both feel it is 
important to have a written history and this has been a perfect avenue to organize mother’s life.” 

 

Program Description  

For each participating community, LifeBio sends out a LifeBio Starter Kit that 
contains project flyers, About Me Journals, surveys, and more materials used 
during the LifeBio Project (Printing and Publications covering these materials).                      
LifeBio Getting Started Training for Staff kickoffs the project with 
approximately 90 minutes of training. It will be offered in person (at three 
regional locations that are convenient) or via scheduled online webinars to 
accommodate personnel who could not attend the in-person session. With key 
staff members (Administrator, Activity Director, Social Services Director, etc.), 
LifeBio reviews the communication of the project to staff, family, and 
volunteers (flyers and communication tools shared during training). The training 
also covers what tools are used to get the stories, how the stories are gathered, 
and what deliverables are provided. Staff are taught LifeBio interviewing skills 
and given instruction on the best ways to present the finished LifeBio to 
residents. Time is also used to make a complete, detailed list of local organizations that may provide volunteers 
for each nursing home participating.  

Either before or after LifeBio Getting Started Training, LifeBio requests that two “LifeBio Champions” be 
named to be primary contacts for communication between each nursing home and LifeBio’s Story Team. The 
LifeBio Champions will primarily help with communicating the program to residents, families, and interacting 
with local volunteers.  
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All residents will be informed of the LifeBio Project through a flyer distribution (flyers provided by LifeBio), 
and we will recommend that the program be discussed at resident and family council meetings. Participation is 
voluntary and the program will be offered to all nursing home residents. We realize that not all residents will 
wish to participate. In the case of people living with Alzheimer’s Disease or other forms of dementia, it will be 
important to involve a close family member or other loved one to assist.  

Life stories are gathered using the About Me Journal for grants. This journal is a simple but effective way to 
pull together a brief biography, life history, preferences, and typically 5-15 key photos. LifeBio has an 
Interview Team that will schedule a day of onsite interviews at the beginning of the project and at the end of the 
project.   

One-on-one interviews with nursing home residents, using the About Me 
Journal, will be conducted by volunteers from the local area, family 
members/loved ones (when involved), or staff members at the nursing home. 
LifeBio staff will also “jumpstart” the interviews during an early onsite visit at 
each location. In addition, a LifeBio Intern will be visiting each location for 16 
hours to assist, if needed, with one-on-one interviews.  After each About Me 
Journal is completed, it is scanned or mailed to LifeBio’s headquarters for 
processing.  The scanned copy of the About Me Journal is uploaded inside 
LifeBio.com by LifeBio’s staff or by nursing home staff for safekeeping. Next, 
the information from the About Me Journal is typed, professionally edited, and 
finalized into a Life Story Book by LifeBio’s Story Team.  This is done within 
LifeBio’s private, HIPAA-compliant platform (www.lifebio.com) to record 
memories and experiences from each person’s life.  Even after the nursing home receives a resident’s completed 
LifeBio in printed form, the resident, staff, and/or family will continue to have online access to add stories, 
photos, etc. to the LifeBio if they wish in the future. For example, the 
resident or family may want to access LifeBio to add additional 
information. Family members and residents can also access LifeBio and 
print or share the PDF of the story later –at no cost to them. It is key that 
each resident has his or her own unique, secure login/password. When 
the Life Story Book is completed, the resident or family can contact 
LifeBio if any questions arise.   

A printed Life Story Book is created for each 
participant. This is typically a 3-10-page comb-bound 
book of stories, color or black and white photos, and life 
history. 

A printed Snapshot is created. This is a plastic framed 
one-page synopsis of their biography for quick reference 
and display outside or inside his or her living space 
which is especially useful for staff to quickly refer to 
and utilize for engagement with everyone.  

http://www.lifebio.com/
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A printed Action Plan is created. Direct care staff can view the customized Action Plan that highlights resident 
individuality—activity preferences, care information (helpful 
information to know about personality, potential triggers, 
goals, and personal comforts to assist care partners in 
providing care). This is especially useful with building 
connections or redirecting someone when he or she is upset. 
The closet or the bathroom are two areas where the 
information has been displayed behind the scenes. In other 
cases, it is copied and placed in a notebook for CNAs or 
nursing personnel to easily view.  

Each resident’s complete LifeBio (Life Story Book, 
Snapshot, and Action Plan – under “Printing and 
Publications” in the budget) is packaged in a protective 
plastic presentation envelope and sent to the community for 
each participating resident. Staff is trained on how to present 
the LifeBio to the resident. LifeBio Staff/Interns will also return to each 
location later in the year (see timeline) to ensure that the complete LifeBios 
are presented and displayed correctly for staff to see and use. If possible, 
family members may be invited to assist in the presentation of the LifeBio. 
Staff members are taught to read the 1-page Snapshot summary outloud to the 
resident for the best effect and to celebrate the person as they give the gift of 
the Life Story Book to him or her. Ideally, the closest direct care staff to the 
resident can assist with the presentation or at least be present and share their 
excitement in seeing the person’s life story. We have also been pleased by 
group celebrations planned in the past by participating sites.  

In addition to Getting Started Training described previously for staff, LifeBio staff will also conduct the 
following trainings to support the project:   

 LifeBio Connect Training – Group training for volunteers, family members, or staff members on how to 
conduct one-on-one interviews. This one-hour webinar will be offered in up to three separate sessions 
for the communities in the grant.   

 LifeBio Dementia Engagement Training – Group training for staff on knowing the whole person and 
tips for using the life story to engage people with dementia. This one-hour webinar is offered in up to 
three separate sessions for the communities in the grant.  

 Ongoing Support and Guidance—LifeBio staff will be available at 937-303-4576 or at 
story@lifebio.com for questions and concerns that arise between 9-5 EST (M-F).   

 

 

LifeBio / Tennessee Grant Timeline Nov-20 Dec-20 Jan-21 Feb-21 Mar-21 Apr-21 May-21 Jun-21 Jul-21 Aug-21

Ship LifeBio Starter Kit to participating communities 8/1
Getting Started Training (3 regional onsite trainings, 3 online options)
Volunteers recruited at each location
LifeBio Connect Interviewing Training for Volunteers or Staff (online)
Volunteers Interviewing Residents at each location (Staff can help too)
MDS Quality Measure and F-Tag Citation Reporting
LifeBio Interview Team at Each Location (LifeBio Personnel)
LifeBio Interns Assisting Local Staff (LifeBio Personnel)
Shipping of Completed Life Story Books, Snapshot, Action Plans
Confirmation that the Snapshots and Action Plans are posted. 
LifeBio Dementia Engagement Training (online only)

Aug-20 Sept-20 Oct-20

mailto:story@lifebio.com
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Results Measurement  

LifeBio supports CMS requirements for person-centered care planning (483.21 – F636/F656) and resident-
centered activities programming to improve resident’s wellbeing (483.40 and 438.24 – F679). On a quarterly 
basis, LifeBio’s subcontractor Squared Business Solutions will report upon current MDS Quality Measures and 
F-tag Citations for each community involved. In addition, LifeBio will include a resident survey (purely 
voluntary) that is completed at the end of the life story interview. The questions ask questions if they enjoyed 
the life story interview and if they think they may wish to share their Life Story Book when completed. Staff 
will be surveyed during Getting Started Training on the usefulness of knowing a resident’s life history. 
Volunteers, staff, and interns will be surveyed at the end of an interview to gauge their opinions on the 
effectiveness.  Beth Sanders of LifeBio will serve as the director of the LifeBio Project. Any interested 
stakeholder will have access to our findings.  

LifeBio expects the following outcomes from the implementation of the project: 

 LifeBio will create and distribute Life Story Books, Snapshots, and Action Plans to each community to 
use with each participant (resident) in the program in accordance with the project timeline. 

 LifeBio will provide three online or in-person LifeBio Getting Started Training sessions to groups of 
communities in accordance with the project timeline and provide records of attendance. To add to the 
richness of data, we will have staff complete a pre-survey prior to the training starting, and then 
conduct a post-survey after the training to see any change in understanding or reactions.  

 LifeBio will provide up to three LifeBio Connect Training sessions online to help volunteers, family 
members, or staff learn interviewing techniques to talk with residents.  

 LifeBio will provide up to three LifeBio Dementia Engagement Training sessions online for staff to 
increase education and awareness.   

 LifeBio will report quarterly on MDS Quality Measures that we may positively impact such as 
Activities of Daily Living (ADL) Decline, Depressive Symptoms, Antipsychotic Medications, 
Antianxiety or Hypnotic Medication. (See Appendix C). We will continue to track MDS Quality 
Measures as we did in our previous CMP Grant in Tennessee.  

 LifeBio will report quarterly on specific F-Tag citations that we may positively impact such as 550 
Resident Rights, 675 Quality of Life, 584 Homelike Environment, 656 Comprehensive Care Plans, 600 
Free from Abuse and Neglect, and 553 Right to Participate in Planning Care. (See Appendix C). We will 
continue to track F-Tag citations as we did in our previous CMP Grant in Tennessee. See outcomes in 
Appendix E  

 70% or more of participating residents, who agree to answer questions in the voluntary resident survey, 
will report that they enjoy participating in the LifeBio Project and see benefits. With our previous CMP 
Grant, 89% of the residents served said they enjoyed telling their life story and over 90% of them were 
excited to share their story with family and friends. Please see full survey results from previous grant in 
Appendix E.  

 80% or more of staff trained during LifeBio Getting Started Training will agree that knowing a 
resident’s life story is important to providing quality care.  When surveyed 76% strongly agreed and 
21% agreed.  No one disagreed and 3% were indifferent. Please see full survey results from previous 
grant in Appendix E.  

Benefits to Nursing Home Residents  

Every person has a story to tell. LifeBio is an evidence-informed approach to life story work and reminiscence. 
In a study of LifeBio in Ohio (with more than 180 participants), fewer nursing home residents reported 
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depressive symptoms over time.  Studies of people 65+ conducted by Iowa State University on LifeBio found a 
statistically-significant increase in happiness and subjective wellbeing. It is also an engaging activity from the 
perspective of life enrichment. Personalized activity ideas can be generated by reviewing each resident’s 
LifeBio information. LifeBio captures life stories, but it is also a program for wellbeing which fosters 
engagement, reduces loneliness (and social isolation), and increases feelings of worth and meaning.  

From LifeBio’s onsite observations at Tennessee communities, we watched as seniors share their Life Story 
Books with other residents for an hour after the presentation of the books. Staff members sat with residents to 
see their photos. Reminiscence therapy is particularly effective with seniors because it reminds people of a 
happier time when they were younger, and it gives people something meaningful to talk about. No one’s life is 
perfect, and people share their challenges too. Many residents have not had the opportunity to create a lasting 
legacy; this is their chance to give a priceless gift to the next generation.  LifeBio is particularly important for 
people reaching the end of their lives or facing life-limiting conditions.  

Subject recruitment for the project is for 22 sites where we expect to involve up to 30 residents at each site. This 
number is based on typical participation from prior projects. The only criteria residents must meet to participate 
is that they must be Medicare/Medicaid residents in order to participate in CMP programs, as required by CMS 
statutes.  Available spots in the program at each facility are first come, first serve. There are no exclusions to 
participation, as the program can be adjusted for differences in individual ability.  

Consumer / Stakeholder Involvement  

Residents from participating communities will be interviewed by a volunteer, family member, a nursing home 
staff member, a LifeBio Intern, or by a LifeBio staff member. Two or three (or more) leaders from the 
community are expected to attend trainings to ensure that staff participate in the LifeBio program (assisting with 
volunteers and gathering life stories).  We would like to have two named “LifeBio Champions” who will be the 
primary liaisons between the community and LifeBio leaders. Involvement will also include communicating the 
LifeBio Project to the resident council and during family meetings. LifeBio will also include the use of 
intergenerational volunteers, interns, staff members, and other individuals as appropriate to each nursing home; 
the participating facilities are responsible for their own volunteer protocol for screening these individuals. 
Participating communities will be asked to create a detailed list with sources for local volunteers and interns to 
assist with the recording of life stories (from churches, schools, universities, corporations, etc.). Community 
activities personnel are expected to support and assist residents during the LifeBio Project and use the 
information learned about residents as ideas for activity programming. Family and resident/neighborhood 
councils will be in communicating the LifeBio Project.  

LifeBio helps staff deliver person-centered care and meet CMS requirements. We provide tools and techniques 
to quickly learn about residents. Relationships are easier to establish when there are Snapshots (displayed in the 
person’s room or outside the room) and Action Plans (used behind the scenes) that making knowing the person 
easier. LifeBio Dementia Engagement Training reinforces person-centered care and the importance the life 
history especially for people with dementia. Meaningful engagement from staff who better understand 
residents’ unique life stories—their preferences, triggers, and personal comforts---directly impacts quality of 
care and quality of life. 
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Involved organizations

LifeBio, 232 N. Main Street, Suite 2J, Marysville, 
OH 43040, Beth Sanders, Founder and CEO 
bsanders@lifebio.com, 937-303-4574 
 
Subcontractor  
Squared Business Solutions, Brady Dalrymple, 
Owner 
740-704-9693   
246 W. 5th Street, Marysville, OH 43040 
bdalrymple@squaredbusinesssolutions.com 
 
Participating Locations (22) and Leadership  

With our last project in Tennessee, the LifeBio 
Project was limited to the Nashville and Memphis area.  With our new partners for this Grant, 
we will be able to expand our service to a larger group of communities with diverse 
demographics.    
 

American Health Communities, Heather Lansaw,  
VP of Senior Care Programs, 731-695-8981 
201 Jordan Rd., Franklin, TN  37067 hlansaw@AHCseniorcare.com 

Participating American Health Communities: 
AHC Crestview  704 DuPree Street, Brownsville, TN 38012 
AHC Clarksville  900 Professional Park Drive, Clarksville, TN 37040 
AHC Bethesda  444 One Eleven Place, Cookeville, TN 38506 
AHC Applingwood   1536 Appling Care Lane, Cordova, TN 38016 
AHC Covington Care  765 Bret Johnston Ave, Covington TN 38019 
AHC Westwood   524 West Main Street, Decaturville, TN 38329 
AHC Vanco   813 Dickerson Rd, Goodlettsville, TN 37072 
AHC Humboldt  2031 Avondale Rd, Humboldt, TN 38343 
AHC Forest Cove  45 Forest Cove, Jackson, TN 38301 
AHC Northbrook  121 Physicians Drive, Jackson TN 38305 
AHC Harbor View   1513 North Second Street, Memphis, TN 38107 
AHC Cumberland  4343 Ashland City Highway, Nashville, TN 37218 
AHC Paris    800 Volunteer Drive, Paris, TN 38242 
AHC Decatur County  726 Kentucky Avenue, Parsons, TN 38363 
AHC Savannah  1645 Florence Rd, Savannah, TN 38372 
AHC McNairy County 835 East Poplar Ave., Selmer, TN 38375 
AHC Waverly   895 East Powers Blvd., Waverly, TN 37185 

Ahava Healthcare 
Lori Williams, Director of Business Development & Quality Outcomes, 731-343-1107 
544 Park Ave, Brooklyn, New York 11205, lwilliams@ahavahc.com 

Participating Ahava Communities:  
Adamsville Healthcare & Rehab.  409 Park Avenue, Adamsville, TN 38310 

mailto:bsanders@lifebio.com
mailto:bdalrymple@squaredbusinesssolutions.com
mailto:hlansaw@AHCseniorcare.com
mailto:lwilliams@ahavahc.com
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Henderson Healthcare & Rehab 412 Juanita Street, Henderson, TN 38340 
Maplewood Healthcare Center 100 Cherrywood Place, Jackson, TN 383805 
Laurelwood Healthcare Center 200 Birch Street, Jackson, TN. 38301 
Grace Healthcare of Cordova  955 N. Germantown Parkway, Germantown, TN 38018 

 

  

 

Funding 

We are requesting $202,082.00 to implement LifeBio in 22 communities: 17 American Health 
Communities and 5 Ahava Healthcare communities. The funding proposal covers a 12-month 
period. The proposal covers 22 locations with the goal of up to 30 residents per location 
involved. This proposal also covers trainings that we provide to implement the program, the 
creation of the LifeBio for each person (Life Story Book, Snapshot, Action Plan), travel, and 
other costs. Trainings provided will also impact staff at each location. The number of staff 
impacted will vary depend on each location, but participation will be encouraged, recruited and 
monitored.  LifeBio will help interview the family members of residents who are unable to 
communicate their own stories due to dementia or other communication challenges. Phone 
interviews with family members are included in LifeBio’s services. LifeBio agrees to be 
responsible for completing the project to the satisfaction of CMS and the State of TN.  

Innovation and Replicability  

Data analysis findings will be available and will be shared with any interested parties, including 
but not limited to: The Tennessee Department of Health, CMS, residents of participating 
communities, family members, clinicians, staff, company websites, as well as sharing 
generalized results at state and national conferences. Newsletters, trade organizations (such as 
LeadingAge, AHCA and others) and other resources will be ways to communicate the project. 
The LifeBio Project targets several focus areas, including person-centered care planning, resident 
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engagement, and tracking quality measures. LifeBio is reaching out across the U.S. with the 
innovative LifeBio Project; other states are seeking storytelling/reminiscence therapy solutions. 

Non-Duplicative/Non-Supplanting – No Conflicts of Interest   

The LifeBio Project is non-supplanting and non-duplicative. The project will not supplant 
existing responsibilities of the nursing home to meet Medicare/Medicaid requirements or any 
other statutory and/or regulatory requirements. LifeBio understands that CMP funds may not be 
used to pay entities to perform functions for which they are already paid by state or federal 
sources. Additionally, LifeBio has no conflicts of interest and no family relationships involved in 
our program. We agree to abide by the rules and regulations set forth by CMS.  

 

Link to… 

Appendix A – Participating Sites and Letters of Support  

Appendix B – Budget Explanation  

Appendix C – Sample MDS Quality Measures and F-Tag Citation Reporting   

Appendix D – Sample Voluntary Survey for Residents   

Appendix E – Survey Outcomes from Residents / Staff from Previous Grant Project  

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1sNp9RRvey1rHBvh5qT9jHjojTI6gMy9h
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1L39lft41DV4hHGegXtj7ADFplFMNxt1g
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FKGyaq_WlQzTMXqV_t5C9arDQbVfU5Dq
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1W405eeV7EtH2c69Ir_RRVs1N7q4pc3eP
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DHhEzDG_wv-svKejQbOqJbmWtbgDSstG/view?usp=sharing
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